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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

To my American friend

SAM WACHTELL
suddenly deceased
who fought for and suffered with
every one of those many who
could not live in the land of the slaves
and could not leave it for the lands of the free.

University of Maryland
December 1943.
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INTRODUCTION
Even though, for the moment, international law is re·
legated to a fiction, it is important that it now be emphasized as a reality, for it must be the basis of a reorganized world in which the denial of the absoluteness of
sovereignty to determine the interpretation of legal rights
will be a main objective.
The refugees furnish an outstanding test case. Not
only in the matter of their confiscated tangible property,
whose complications are so great that justice may never be
achieved, but also in the matter of the intangible values in
relation to their persons.
Law grows out of moral judgments. Sovereign states
have used their limitations to deny the application of the
moral imperative to refugees in .accordance with their narrow and perverted prejudices.
The worth of a personality is immeasurable, but, as
Dr. von Hofmannsthal has shown, the refugees' value in
cost of production and capacity for contribution can be
estimated in concrete terms. I would set the figure higher
than he does. All this is a free gift to the country to which
the refugee comes, but in spite of this he is often ignored
or rejected.
Since law aims at conserving values even against momentary attitudes, self-interest demands a return and an
enlargement of the application of the principles of international law both in behalf of human justice and for the
promotion of self-interest.
To a lawyer, delay in the immediacy of justice may
create impatience; to a sociologist, the direction in which
the social process is moving may give satisfaction. The
lawyer's attitude is one of the forces giving direction to
~,.::.:,the social process.
HERBERT A. MILLER,

The restitution of confiscated property in Axis and
Axis occupied countries ·is not a problem of emigration, a
question of concern to refugees alone - but it is a question
of justice and of illternationaf law.
.
To allow the robbers and their successors to retain their
loot, would merely encourage further robbery. It . would
mean protecting the plunderers against those whom they
had despoiled - in spite of their defeat. The perpetrators
of atrocities must be punished!), not only because punishment is their due, but as a deterrent to future atrocities and
robberies. Those who have profited by robbery must restore
their ill-gotten gains, in order that belief in justice may be
re-established in :the world.
To dissipate a popular error it is necessary to emphasize
that this is much more a question of international justice,
than a demand .made for the sake. of refugees or Jews.
Not even the amount of the robbery make's-oit a Jewish
1) Thi! Governments

in Exile; .Czechoslovakia, Belgium, Free France,

Greece, the Netherlands, Poland, Luxe~~urg, and Yugoslavia signed on

January 13, 1942 in London a resolution: They

"I. Affirm that act$ of violence· thw perpe~rated against civilian populations are at variance with accepted ideas t:once_ming acts q[ war and
political offenses _as these are- understood by civiliz-ed nations;.
"2. Take note of" the declaration- made- in· this resPect on October 25,

1941, by the President of. the U •. ,S; A. and the British Prime
Minister;
"3. Place amongst their :principal war aims punishment through _the
cha~~neJ of organized justice of th""' guilty and responsible for
these· crimes, whether th_ey have ori;{tred them, perpetrated th_em or
in any·'way participated· in them;
u4. Determine in the apirit of interna~onal solidarity to see to it that
(a) those guilty 8.nd responsible, whatever their nationality, a-re
aought for, handed over to jUstice and judged; (b) .that sentences
pronounced are carried 011t."

LONDON, April 16, 1942.-The Polish underground has 'called

on all Poles to keep records of the na~es of Germans responsible for
crimes against Polish citizens, to make note. of derails inVolved and to list

all

Professor of Sociology, Black Mountain College, Black Mountain, N. C.

witnesses.
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question. Of the 130 billion dollars2) stolen by the end of
1942 only 18 are so-called- to use this stupid expression
- "non-aryan" property, and perhaps two-thirds of it are
Jewish property. The Nazi propaganda has succeeded in
creating the belief that its action is taken only against a
group which does not enjoy international sympathy.
The victorious powers will have a direct interest in the
. reconstruction and consolidation of Europe and, for this,
the re-introduction of proper legal principles will be essential. It is also a matter of economic importance ·for the
Americas, in fact for. all countries that have received refugees. A large· proportion of these immigrants will be
wealthy again once their property has been restored to them;
it is commonly thought that an immigrant is welcome only
in proportion to his wealth. Such economic misconception3 )
form the shoal on which many a projected immigration has
_2) After an estimate based on substan~l material collected by the author
it amounts until the end of 1942 to 135 billion dollars, namely:
Germany: own population . . .
foreign investments
Austria
Czechoslovakia

.. .. .. . .. .. .
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Slovakia

7
I

Ballcan States
Poland
Baltic States

~::~~en

11
5
4

Countries

(N·o~w~~- ~~.france):

Occupation costs

Visible loot
Invisible loot
Italy
...
Neutral countries
Exploitation of foreign work.ers

6
13
0.5
6
16.25
20.3
20
I
10.25
122.2
13.5
135.7

~fmannsthal

in La Prensa of Buenos Aires of September 11, 1941;
"El valOr econ6mico de Ia immigraci6n" ("The economic value of inirru&tati_on") , see note 17.
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come to grief. But this much is true, that wealth of the
immigrant has a certain advantage for the country- that
receives him; so that the question, of whether a: nuinbero1
its inhabitants are likely to have their foreign property returned to them, is of considerable importance to_ the land
of their adoption. Co1111>ared__~() this, the question of_ .th!'ir ~
nationality sinks into insignificance, since the credit balance
of a country takes no account of the passports of its residents.
-' •
For instance, for the economic position of Bolivia or
Costa Rica 'it may be of importance that a number of their
refugee inhabitants might obtain restitution of property
abroad, which would have the same effect on the economic
position of these States as if Bolivian or Costa Rican citizens
had become possessed of foreign property. The sums involved might have a very favorable influence on the economic position of such countries. In a world in which the
economic forces could work freely again they would not
only be creditors of the countries in which the .restituted
property lay, but their credit with other countries would
be improved also.
All civilized countries are equally interested in justice.
But the less wealthy countries of the Americas are also
especially interested in the economic aspects of this problem,
because of the effect such restitution of property l\'ould have
on their national wealth, particularly when· iminigration has
been considerable. Good~ deeds are profitable, · even for
States, and even when the profit is slow in materializing.
One of the surest causes of the fall of the totalitarian States
lies in their having given so much attention to the organization of wickedness.
In order to understand this community of interest of
the immigrants and their new countries better it may be
permissible to say a word or two about Immigration to dispel
some of the commonest misconceptions.

7

To see this matter correctly we must free our minds
from the influence of such cheap assumptions as, that immigration has been permitted as a matter of philanthropy,
or that immigrants are a burden to the countries that receive
them. In truth they have a claim, and constitute an asset.
A claim? Yes, a fomfold claim: legal, political, human

brown or yellow skin. It was never doubted that slaves of
.Caucasian race, in Asia, could always avail themselve~ of
this right. But when in 1938 f pleaded in London on behalf
of so-called "unlawful" immigrants that the legal. position
of the group which was being discriminated against largely, but not exclusively Jews- was,· under the Nazis
. in no way different from slavery of the worst kind and tha:
the provisions of the Brussels Convention were applicable,
my plea was regarded as a piece of legal witticism6).
·
What one might call the "inflation of human rights'',
has now gone so far in Europe that it has become a commonplace that many millions there are suffering from a
slavery worse than anything which existed before. There
are slave markets7), in no way better than those of Africa

and economic.
To the legal claim there are several sides: all civilized
countries, including the Germany of those days, signed the
Brussel Convention4 ), to the effect that a sla'Ye has right
of asylum in any of the countries that were signatories of
this treaty. A slave has the right to go aboard any American
ship in order to regain his freedom. No slave can be prevented from fleeing from slavery to French or British territory. None may be turned back because his passport is
not in order or because he has no visa. He cannot be asked
for proof of ability to support himself. Protection for him,
his wife and children is decreed beyond the wildest hopes
of an ordinary immigrant5). Nowhere is it decreed that
in order to have this right of asylum he must have a black,
4) Brurulr Ad.r of 1890.- Under this agreement ~ach of the Contracting _Powers has. the duty to protect a slave who succeeded to escape to
the terntory of th1s Power, and- a matter of self·evidence- unever to
hand him over to the stateJ the slavery of which he escaped. . . , Each of
the Contracting Powers . . . shall have the duty . . . of procuring for them
{the slaves) means of subsistence, and in particular of providing for the
education and support of abandoned children." (Art. XVill). uThey
(the slaves) shall be entitled to their protection and a!sistance for the
put?ose of obtaining means of subsistence" (Art. LXIll). uen receiving
nottce of an act of Slave Trade or of illegal detention .. , the said offices
or authorities shall exercise all necessary diligence to inaure the liberation
of the slaves and the punishment of the offende~;s." {Art. LXXX\'ll/2).
uThe Signatory Powers shall encourage the foundation in their possessions
of establishment of refuge for women and of education for liberated children" (Art. LXXXVIII). 11 Freed slaves shall always be able to resort to the
Office to be protected in the enjoyment of their liberty" (Art. LXXXIX).
This treaty was signed on behalf of Germany by a certain William
Goehring!-and renewed at Geneva on September 25, 1926, signed by
U. S. in 1929.- Acadfmie de l)rojt lnternationale tome III, page 562
1"-sS,j-;1933: uThe defense of liberty consists in the battle against slavery.u

8

5) Note 4, Art. XVIII, LXII.

Compare: NEW YORK, May 4, 1942.- Felix Pinner former

fin~ricial e~itor of ~e Berlin~r T agebltttt, and one of Germany'; leading

w.nters on eco_nom!c~, committed suicide with his wife in the gas-filleil ·
ki_tchen of the1r apartment here. Dr. Pinner was 62 years old and his
wrfe 56. The Pinner's, accorcling to notes they left took their liv;s because

,.

they

~ad liquidat~d m~st of their ass~ts. The co~p~e had a son, St~phen

H. P1nner, a pnvate. m the A!my rn the State of Washington, and a
foster son, Guenther Drucker, a private in- California. Dr. Pinner came
to this country in 193~-.
6 ) Juridical definition of a slav~: none _over whose life, -liberty and
P.rope~ty another has unlimited con~rol" .. ~ usuch a PC?Wer has no founda-

tlon m ·natural law, and hence the Justinian code- declared it contra
naturam esse (contrary to ~he laws of nature)". -Vi4e" LOrd M~sfield- iD.
the Negro Case 1771, uind~pendent .from c~lorn. _Re the position of a
Government which ~ondon~s slavery vide Ruiz Moreno· (1940) 105,

7) d) April 3, 1941.-Poles conscripted for forced la~or·by the Nazis
are being sold in auctions reminiscent. of- the slave trB.ffic of former days.
At Graz, KlagenfurtJ \'V~I~Oerg and other citie~ of Austria throngs of
these workers are brought before representatives of the German Labor
Office and farmers and· carefully examined before being given away to l:he
highest bidders. A successfui bidder must make a symbolic payment of
15 marks for each transaction. This special sum is contributed to the
·
Soldiers' Benevolent Fund or the Winter Relief Fund.
b) ]ews for Safe.·- The tr~ffic in Jews as slaves has""increased in
volume in Nazi occ-upied PoJand to such extent, that the various Nazi
Commissioners no longer are ashamed to ·advertise in the newspapers. In
the Lit'{,mannrtiidter Zeitung, the German paper of Lodz, is to be found
the following advertisement of the local Nazi Commissioner: HJ have at
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bo 'ore the Congo Treaty or of America before the Abolition; in fact, the slave hunting of Central Africa was
child's play compared to that of Europe in the last years.
This is no figure of speech, since all the papers are full of
~ccnunts of how the Nazis treat the subjugated peoples and
the Jews as slaves. But the deduction, that every one of
theso sbves Ins a right to flee to a free country and be
freely received there, was not realized until such flight became no longer possible.
The second point is that almost all experts of Intern~tionai Law in the nineteenth century recognized the right
of Emigration and ImmigrationS) and quite a number of

}\:~:?i·ican States have written this into their constitutions9 ).
my disposal 250 trained Jewish tailors, furriers and hatters. I am ready
to accept orders from the army or private enterprises." Other commissioners
aJ\·errise, that they are sending their slaves to any part of the country
whe:.-e work can be found for them,

c) PM, August 31, 1941: ''How Hid~r has restored human slavery
am~n:;; ~he mnquered peoples of all Europe."
~
0) Rep-~:-t of the Attorney General Jeremiah L. Black to the ~dent
of rh<! U. S. A.: "The majority in authority and number of the writers
on Ime:-national Law are in agreement with Cicero who proclaimed the
right to e"pat:.-iation as the -most solid foundation of human liberty, and
v:~th B7ak~rdwck, who dmie') fervently that the tcrr~tmy cf a state could
be the jail of its population. , .. Here, in the United States, the thought
t:.> ab<:ndnn this pr!ncip!e or this right cannot be mst.ti,zed for one moment.
Under this principles rhe country was popu!a~ed. We owe it our existence
ru a nation . . ' . . Refuse it or restrict [Jy only im tJ.tom the necessary power
to sustain it, would be such a big perfidy that no American could do it
without a sentiment of unsulferable shame."
Right to lmmiJ{TtJ.le: Ruiz Moreno 104, 108, Bluntschli, Fiore, Draft
of Inst. of Tnt. Law 1897)262-701, Antokoletz II/587; "Admission of for-.
eigners not immigrant cannot be prohibited unless for individual reasons".
Religious faith is certainly no such reason, vide Oppenheim § 292, II B 1;
Commission of the L. o. N. for Immigration, Conferences for Immigration
and Emigration, Rome 1921 and 1924; I. Ruiz Moreno Jun. nThe Right
of Asy!um", La Prensa, March 1, 1940.
Rig.J.,t to Emigrate: Vide Pradier, Antokoletz III5i1, Draft of the
Inst. for Int. Law 1897!262-70. Polish Minister Strasburger, November
·
39, 1912: "Emigration is a right and not an obligation."
9) Chile Art. 15, Argentina Art. 14, 25. Bolivian decree of January
23, 1937: "for-all foreigners persecuted for political reasons". In spite of
it Bolivia r~fuses admission to the most persecuted group, the Jews, since
1939. Spe6al rights for persons persecuted for political reasons, Treaty of
M~n~c_rideo, August 4, 1939.

As far as International Law is concerned the only change
since then is that the nations are physically nearer and
_ideologically farther apart, and ·that ·international law is
less respected. But that does hot in the least alter the right
of the persecuted to asylum.
According to International Law there is no such thing
as illegal immigration of the victims of political persecution.
It is not their immigration that is illegal, bnt the national
laws that would forbid it. It is not difficult to ma_ke laws,
but the question is whether they are valid according to international principles which alone can make it possible for
peoples to live peaceably together1°). If the so-called "legitimate" execution of such precepts endangers the life,
health or property of men, it is an offense against international law, as much as it wonld be an offense· against a
state constitution if a municipality were to make regulations
contrary to the basic law of the land. Only it is much ·
simpler to go to a s.t>tte court and secure the repeal of a
mnnicipal regulation than it is to secure the alteration of
national laws that go contrary to international pril}ciples.
Political claim. On every hand we hear .the cry that
this is not a war between States, so much as a conffict
between civilization and barbarism. The refugees from
Europe are literally the advance gwirds who have suffered
the first onslaught of the common enemy11 ), whose relatives .

~nternational

Law overr.u.Ies National Law" is a recognized slogan
(Kelsen Lauterpacht Blacksto~e, v! Ruiz Moreno I, ~1, ~unz pp. 496,
407 Zi~elmann p. s~}) and expressly accepted by some constitutions (G~r
ma~y- not to be confounded with Hitler's uReich:' :--- Austri~/ Est~o~u~,
Spain) - Borchard 1 ulnternational Law - Mumctpal Law I Vtrgtma
Law R;view, p. 137!1 940, esp. p. 146.- uDraft Statute fo~ the Establis?~
ment of a Legal Machinery • . . " of a group of Austnan l.aw>:"~rs tn
London headed by Dr. Pa_ul Abel, p. 25.

w~~ds of the New York Timer of March ~3, '42,
di~cussing th~ uStruma" case: uThese refugees were soldters, as
we ail are now, in the war against evil. They were comrades of t~e men
II) Cf. the excellent

p. 18/3,

On

Bataan, of the men holding the line in Btirma, of the men faong the
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and friends have been done to death, who have been robbed
and of whom only a few could rejoin the main army. That
this main army- in Prague, Paris, London and Washing·
ton - did not pay attention to their cries of warning, or
come to their help in time, does not in any way affect their
rights. They were the first victims, they defended the first,
but sacrified positions.
The duliest minds in ali countries now comprehend
that the war which broke out at the end of August 1939 ·
between the armies of Europe and which involved America
in December 1941, was realiy kindled in January 1933. It
flared up in the butchery and robbery of unarmed people
and was watched with unseeing eyes by those whom it most
concerned. When a hundred years ago, Indian tribes feli
upon farmers and massacred their women and children, men
had more common sense. They did not shut the doors of
the forts and the towns against the refugees, they did not
stop to ask them whether they had saved their papers ali
in good order and whether they had brought enough money
with them. They did not say, with regret, that otherwise
they would have to send them back to the Indians! No, in
those days they understood the warnings and rushed to the
help of the fugitives. If they had not done so neither the
United States nor Argentina as we know them today would
have come into existence.

The advance guards do not lose anything of their right.
ful claim because the main forces did not understand or did
not wish to understand that they were attacked. For this
lack of understanding and these delays the advance guards
had to pay dearly. In 1936 at the cost of only five minutes
Japanese in China. They were of the flesh and blood of the free peoples.
Nothing thar can have been gained by the failure to save them is of any
value compared with the moral loss that their disaster brought about, Let
us leave it to our enemies to be careless of human life- that is their
philos9phy. Our cause cannot survive without the simple, old-fashioned
virtud~:-9f..._mutual helpfulness and compassion."

12

of warfare, and again in 1938 at the expense of one hour
12
of warfare ), the fire could have been extinguished. It was
·certainly not the fault of the advance guards that it was
thought better to sacrifice their property and their blood in
the illusory hope that this would satisfy the greed of the
enemy for loot and murder. This does not affect their_ right·
ful claim to a) receptiQn and b) compensation. They have
a political claim to compensation for ali the sacrifices they_
were forced to make for the common cause; those sacrifices
which gave. others the time to arm.
They have also a human claim; A human claim: orie
needs no stronger argument. Because little is said here about
the greater part of their sacrifices, of their blood s~crifices,
it does not mean that these are forgotten. One shquld never
forget them! Not for a moment must one fail to remember
that these people, no matter what their nationality or what
their antecedents, have a claim not only to be ·tolerated,
but to be honored and to be helped with active sympathy.
Whether they are charming or not - misery and horrors
do not help to make people any more pleasant - and
whether, after all the persecutions, humiliations and tortures
of the concentration camps; they showed the necessary tact
or not, those who have struggledin the common cause have
a right to be treated as comrades. Those who read with
emotion about the cruelties of the slave hunters who overran
defenseless villages should be unable to sleep when they
follow the bestial, calculated cruelty which has submerged
the civilized countries of Eur~pe and the cultured la11ds of
Asia.
,
Imagine what Austrians must· have felt in 1937 and
Czechoslovakians in 1938, when hunted men and women,
who a few days before lived in quiet and well-being, crossed
the frontiers with only their clothes on their back and begIZ) 10 million dollars for

Allies.

0.

S. A, roughly 20 millions for all the
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ged for asylum! When people thought: "Is it not wise to
be human since who knows if in a few weeks or a few
months we shall not be in the same plight?" In Poland
and Yugoslavia, in Holland and France, where refugees
·vere hesitatingly and reluctantly received, it was for lack
of this thought and not for lack of accommodation.
Hardly any country has realized its obligations to the
refugees. It would have been acting up to its obligations
only by opening the doors wide and granting the r~fugees
ali kinds of privilege, e.g. freedom from custom duues and
taxes in regard to their salvaged property. They have had
to sacrifice so ·much of their property that it makes any
taxation seem ridiculous and unjust. It is customary that
the victims of natural disasters and war losses should be
granted such concessions. And it is quite immaterial whether
such damages occurred out of or inside of the country,
whether they were suffered by citizens or by foreigners. Just
as, in regard to taxation, the foreigner can in general claim
no privilege over the citizen, so a country that taxes the
foreign profits of its residents also must take account of
their foreign lossesB) . Almost no country seems as yet to
understand that wrong knows no frontiers, and that what
happened in foreign countries to foreign citize?s was d:unaging to it also. That and only that lack of mterest m the
world community has brought the nations into the situation
where they now are.
The discrimination against these victims in their homeland seems to have traveiled as quick as lightning into other
countries too. Painful formalities blocked their way to the
countries of freedom, formalities that their hunters were
spared when they wished to travel. It was much harder f~r
the hunted to get a visa to escape to safety, than for their
pursuers to get a visa for espionage and propaganda, under

~his

the pedantic. excuse that the spies and propagandists could
be returned whence they came, but the refugees cou~ot.
be got rid of so easily. If those refugees at last managed
to cross the frontier - at best with a smali residue· of their
property - unheard of proportions of this small remnant
were squeezed out of them for -permits of residence, ·sub--sistence guaranties, visa fees,· cable charges" and transport
expenses. No country had the decency to provide such
services gratis for those who had suffered for all and been
robbed for all.

On the contrary they were the butt ·of every sort of
official and private explpitation. No one hesitated to take
away their last cent. And this, ·moreover, under barbaric
threats of interning them . or sending them .. back to their
torturers who looked on sneeringly at this shameful hunt.
This hunt on their money imd their nerves in the "freedom"
they were supposed to have reached, this hunt after blameless persecuted people, was really a product of the systematic
campaign of murder that raged in the lands of savagery
from which they had escaped. It was like a kind of political
and moral infection. Millions of doiiars were extorted from
the refugees, their lives in the aggregate have been shortened
by thousands of years, since ·no human being has the .elidurance to resist such a bombardment unaffected.
If, at last, they were able to board the longed-for ship
for an exorbitant price1 4 ) - because being htinted and un-.
protected they had to accept ;imy accommodation for any
price - even then there was .no end to their ·anxiety and
their uncertainties. Shunned· in every port as if they were
plague infected15, 17), watched like thieves instead of being
extoiled as martyrs, they never knew whether at their port
of destination, the dearly bought visas would be found
"valid" and whether theyfwonld be ailowed to land16).

is to a certain extent the position under U. S. A. tax laws.

ic: '!

14) Cf. the Nav'emar case,

14

15

,.

Every principle of administrative law, of international law,
of equity and of fairness was set aside in their case; no
law of decency seemed to prevail in their favor. If an
official triumphantly found that the consul, in the exercise
of his function&, had issued a visa that was not exactly in
order, they were treated like thieves, threatened with being
returned, or even actually forced back into the conflagration.
High ransoms sometimes had to be paid to prevent itl7).
And when they actually were forced back, as it sometimes
occurred, it never seems to have occurred to the administra·
tion of any country at least to return the fees paid for the
ostensibly valid visa; and even the countries that requirec
prepayment of a whole year's taxes as ~ condition of immigration never thought of returning the amount to those
unfortunate whose hopes had thus been shattered.
In many countries, where refugees were allowed to seek
safety, they were treated as second class people to be kept
15) LONDON , Dec. 21, 1942 (ONA). - 1000 children
stranded

in
Persia, may reach Palestine by sea; the governmen t
of Iraq persisted in- it.s
refusal to grant them passage through its territory.
-The British authorities

are trying to provide shipping facilities for the children,
who are suffering
from lack of accommodations and proper clothing' and
food.

HAMILTON, Bermuda, April 20, 1943 {JTA).- The emigra·

tion of 4,000 Jewish children from Bulgaria for whom
Palestine visas have
already been secured :md the removal of Polish refugees
from Iran, mdy
be among the results of the Bermuda Conference now
in session here, it
was indicated today by Richard K. Law, head of the
British delegation,
addressing a press conference. (It was not.)
16) A complete ban on further immigration of
refugees from Europe.
was decreed by Cuba on April 19, 1942. Under the
order no person is
to be admitted into Cuba if he was born in any of the
Axis countries, or
in the territories now occupied by the Axis powers. Visas
issued
by the Cuban consulates to emigrants of this category are already
automatically
invalidated. This will affect several hundred Jewish
refugees who have
secured Cuban visas in Europe and are now in Spain
and Portugal wait·
ing to sail.
HAVANA , September 9, 1942.-23 Jewish refugees,
including
women, were ordered detained today. Judge Arturo
Hevia, who was in
charge of the investigation, said the refugees obtained
false documents in
Europe and used them to enter Cuba illegally.
17) See the cases mentioned in Oara Z. Hobson,
nThe Trespassers,,
page 356.
c~ .:.,~"lf
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almost at as great a distance from the ruling dass~s as in
the countries from which they had been· driven. The wanton
sport of every bureaucratic vagary, of every extreme of
arbitrary ruling, subjected to numberless restrictions, hem·
med in their professions, degraded by legal regulations,
ihtimitated by worked-tip popular feeling, suifering under.
the harsh treatme rifof cruel or merely-stiipidpeople, they
were in many countries denied the opportunity they so
earnestly desired to dedicate their vigor, their skill and their
devotion to their new father-land. And if, in spite of. all
this, one of them did manage to render some. special service,
this "exception" was soon forgotten; while, on the other
hand, if one of the many, for whom an honorable, selfsupporting life was made so difficult, happened to take "
false step, the whole group was blamed.
The story of atrocities, monstrous eoxtortions and cam·
paigns of betraya l against defenceless people, that were
clothed in the humbug of legality, has still to be written.
But not here. Here these things are only mentioned in order
to underline the fact that the refugees have a claim against
the world.
There were exceptions of course. A few countries acted
better. One country owould spare one reproach, another
would omii: another. Individuals, many. i)l.dividuals, and
their organizations! B), by superhuman efforts, tried to make
good the errors which some ·governments .committed. But,

---·

18) American Jews.alone- contributed f~r over tOO million
dollars durin~
the past ten years for the rescue of. ~e ~cti1115 of l'fazi Oppression
(among.st
it, the Joint Distribution Committee 40, _the. United Palestine
the National Refugee Service lli until the 'end of 1942). SinceAppeal 24,
1933
the
Joint made possible the emigration of 260,000 refugees from

Europe to
the Western Hemisphere and P~estine, including 125,000
to- Latin American countries. The United Palestine Appeal arranged
the emigration of
305,000 refugees. to Palestine. The major portion of the
Z50,0QO.refugees
of all creeds who -entered U. S. A since 1933 · (amongst
58_0,000 immigrants) receh•ed assistance 'Hom the NationaL Refugee
Service.
Consider the Wonderful attitude of the Catholic cJet"gy to\vard
Jewtsh
refugees in SoUthern Franc~.
·
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realized the sufferings of the victims of that barbarit y which
was at the same time their own enemy. This is one of
the
main causes of the situation in which the world has
been
involved; since there is an old historic law, the logical
and
psychological roots of which are easily discerned, that
the

fate of every country is determined by the fate of its immigrants.
Let this State first come forward which can say: "We
take care of the rights of the foreigner whether a protecti
ng
State stands behind him or not and even if he is without
nationality it makes no difference. We do not merely
say
this, we also do it!" Citizens backed up by the smallest
State, with its almost fictitious authority and power of
protection were never treated in that manner, were never hunted
like wild animals. Therefore it should have become one
of
the first duties of the community of nations to fashion
for
those who have lost their home and their protection a really
valid passport and an organized diplomatic protectionl9).
One of the next duties is to arrange for the protection
of
these refugees and their representation before internat
ional
courts, including their protection against their own present
or former state, and for their protection against antiqua
ted
theories of International LawZO) .
19) Memorandum Hofmannsrhal, 1938, to the High
Commissioner for
Refugees. Treaty of FebruarY. 10, 1938. _
On November 4, 1942, the Cuban Government proposed
to ail the
governments in the Western Hemisphere that they
adopt a uniform pass.
port- similar to the Nansen passport - for use by
refugees. At present
refugees arriving from Europe are unable to travel
between countries in
the Americas because they do not possess the necessary
documents. The Cuban suggestion would facilitate the movement of
such refugees from one
American country to another where they would be
in a better position- to
earn a livelihood.
20) Hofmannsthal-Berger "Int~mational Protection
of Axis Victims and
Revindication of Their Property Rights" • part C,
and authorities quoted
in notes 82 and 83.

fail, that must stand fast; if civilization is not to perish.
_
Both during the war and after it they have a duty and
a,
debt to the refugees and to those freed slaves who will
have
survived the conJlagration 21 ). .
If the countries open to immigration do not know how
to make use of the assets22) the immigrant represents,
that
is not his fault, and not his loss alone23) . It is at least
as
much the loss of these countries: and here lies the economi
c
claim of the Immigrant.
Ten years ago the Latin-American countries outdid
themselves in making tempting offers to the professi
onal
men to persuade them to leave their comfortable sphere
of
activity in Europe and take a chance across the sea. These
offers were made in the belief that they constituted a
good
investment. It was not out of snobbery that these cOWltrie
s
wished to ·attr,.ct skilled men, but becaus.e they felt
they
had a good use for them. But when these well· equippe
d
engines of thought ,· constructed at great expense, were
offered gratis c.iJ. port of discharge, .they were consiste
ntly
rejected. The quality had not changed and the quantity
was an advantage to these countries which are empty,
painfully empty of men. Their need is not so 111uch for ,children
who will take twenty years to rear and educate, but
for
ready made workers. They do not specially require farmers
,

--;jWASHINCiTON,

April 13; !943;- Senator Edwin

c .. Johnson,
Colorado Democrat: nTh·e refugee probleni- is one
for which. th~ United
S.tates assumed responsibility_ when we entered the
war."
22) Norman Angell, uRefugees Can be: assets",
The N11tion, September
15 1940, pp. 236 ss, esp. 237; La Prmsa, Buenos
Aires, September 18,
1941; Hofmannsthal, uvalor ecou6mico de Ia lmmigraci
On,. New York
Times_of March 9, 1943: uusing our 1=efugees".
23) uTJie U. S. A. should follow the experience
s of Engla~d and use
the skills of ufriendly~' enemy aliens._. England has
solved this problem
better." (Earl G. Harrison, recently nOminated Commissi
oner of Immigra·_
tion, to the University .of Pennsylvania Law School
Hohor Society, Juue
I, 1942.)
.
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since their agricultural production exceeds their needs. What
they really want are more brain workers, merchants, organ·
izers; those categories in which they are richer than they
were ten years ago, but poorer in comparison to their increased needs.
The rearing of a useful citizen in Europe costs, on an
average, ~2000; of one with university education about
2
$5000 4). And he is worth that. That amount of money
was regarded as a good investment, since it produced a fine
income. Every country was ready to invest that amount,
because it needed the product. But when, through a dispensation of Fate, hundred of housands of these brain
workers were offered, the door was shut, or· only opened
under the condition that these people should not produce
that which they were best qualified to produce25) .
Every hundred thousand full grown competent men or
women, even with empty pockets, are worth at least half
a billion dollars. Ten million· immigrants26) constitute a
value of at least fifty billion dollars. That, speaking con-·
servatively, is their economic worth for every country that
knows how to make use of them. Their worth is much
larger for countries with enormous undeveloped resources
which have excellent brains, but an insufficient supply for
their tremendous task. Latin-American countries could very
24) For U. S. A. Prof. Herbert A. Miller estimates the rearing costs
of an average citizen at $8000, with university education at $20,000, of
a high class scientists at $50,000,

;\_
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25) With exception of U. S. A. and Argentina almost ali countries keep
an immigrant from using his capacities. Great Britain grants a permission
to work rather liberally, if it sees no immediate danger ·of competition;
!witzerland grants such a permission very seldom; Sweden docs not allow
aliens to establish businesses during the first three years of their residence,
but made an exception for the Jewish refugees from Denmark, etc.
26) A study made for the International Labor Office by Prof. E. M.
Kulischer and P. Waelbroeck estimates that more than 30 million men,
women and children, including over 4 milJion Jews, have been tom from
their native soil in Europe since the beginning of the war, and that another 10 millions have been compeiled to leave their homes, though not
their countries.
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easily absorb hundred milli~n new people and Canada and
Alaska tweny-five million each. A rise of only ten per cent
in the adult population would raise the worth of every
investment, and of every establishment for production or
consumption in the country, by much more than that percentage; they need the increase of the domestic consumption
more than anything else. Anyone who reiterates the economic nonsense about immigrants increasing unemployment
should forever be barred from any responsible post; since
he is so shortsighted that he sees only the man whose work
the immigrant takes and not - depending on his capacities
of production and consumption__:_ the rYz, 2, io, or--100
men for whom he provides work27).
- -·
· It the national wealth of Argentina with about thirteen
million inhabitants can be estimated at 30 billion dollars
and its incollle at 3 billion dollars, it wou.ld be at least 35
billions and 3.5 billions respectively with fifteen million .
27) Refugees in U. S. HctYe Not Taken ]obs of American Workers.
Report Shows.- Refugees who have come to this country since the Nazis
rose to.power in 1933 have not displaced American workers, but rather
through the exercise of their utransplanted skills", have been· employin~

~erican

citizens in new trades. (uRefugees at __ ,XIofk", Kings CI."O\\rn
Pre~s of Columbia- University.)
·
The report said. the refugee inRux- rep_re~ented. an:---l~Crease -·of- 82 ·ooo
to the 33 million- men lab_or fQrcc of the nation; A Study of 828 ref~gee
enterprises in Ne~v York disclosed that th~-competit~on involved was uneg·
ligible" and that actually each ·enterprise createq · jobs for 7 American
"'-workers.
.-

InduStries establis~e~ ih Greaf Britain by refu_;1ees will provide work
for 100,000 British workers after the war.· (Spectator, London, Apr. 16,'43.)

MEXICO CITY; August 17, 1943.- Polici,:al antipathies of Mex·

ican Nationalists (Sinal-chists) to foreigners have- been- buried_-in the real~
ization that the refugees bring purchasing and productive power with "thein,
creating new wealth for all. 75Q Pol~sh arrivals from Iran and Siberia,
most of them women _and children, are in an agricultural colony at Leon,
and their presence there has meant a new source of pu[chasing power of
about $3,000 weekly,. what is a great deal more in Mexican money. The
town next to Leon,· Silao, is now hungry for all thOse extra pesos,_ and its
merchants have p"ut out an appeal /or a similar refugee col011Y. The Sin·
archist$ are politicafly dominant in Silao, bur the economic motive -has
won out over their prejudice against immigration.
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inhabitants 27•). And let us not forget that Argentina is the
most developed of Latin-American countries, and that in
the other countries the comparative increase would be greater
still; since the economic law is evident that the more empty
and the younger a country, the more human settlement
influences the growth of its national wealth. In fact it is
this law that has made Canada, the United States, Argentina and South Africa rich and powerful, during the time
before the restriction of immigration, when useful skills
were not bottled up by regulations and bureaucratic
sophistry.

If only the Latin-American countries had understood
what they needed, they would have prayed, ten years ago:
"Lord, send some plague that will drive people from Europe
to us, especially the most capable and the best educated;
rhe !Clore the better. Send us- a Hitler over Europe!"
These countries should have known from experience that
men were worth more than goods, even if they came without
goods. But, when the historic moment arrived, that offered
them the best kind of men in abundance, they forgot all
that. How little they understood how to read the~ lessons
of history! How partially, hesitatingly and reluctantly, and
even ungratefully, they accepted its gifts! They seem to
have forgotten the lessons which their own constitutions
teach. Free immigration and emigration, freedom to practise professions, equality before the law of foreigners and
citizens, stand written into almost all of them.
What has a narrow-minded bureaucracy made of it?
In one country anyone who wishes to employ a foreigner
must employ .four citizens as well, and pay them each the
same salary he gives him. In another, one must be a citizen
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Z7a) Compare Dr. ]. A. Solari addressing th_e New School of Social
~-';:;_.; i:: Research on October 28, 1943.
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to swehep dthe streets, because that is a State employment28).
I n a t ir a stranger cannpt go abroad for two years afte·r~
his arriva!2 9) • Into a fourth no Jews are allowed, not even
as tourists, since the same consulate that recomm~nds travel
refuses the visas to Jews. A mining engine~er, who wo~ld
be invaluable in Peru, sells shoe-laces in the streets of Montevideo, since there are no mines there, and as for permission
to go to Peru, well, he could more easily go to the moon!
A doctor makes a. living by addressing envelopes in Buenos
Aires, while every year in South America hundreds of
thousands die for lack of medical~ attention; not in the
towns, where there are doctors in plenty but out in the
country, where often, for hundreds of miles, no doctor is
to be found at all.
When at long last the Pan-American Highway from
Alaska to Chile is completed, it looks as if it would take
more weeks to secure the visas for the journey than days
to make the journey it~elf, and more dollars to pay for th-ese
visas than for the motor fuel to cross the countries concerned. The Pan-American idea is fine, but we are still a
long way from its practical realization. These countries
could be mutually benefitted by the adoption of a simple
principle: that anyone who has the right to residence in
oue American country can travel .freely in all the' other
American countries; because he· can easily be sent back.
How seldom such .• action~ is necessary! ~ As a precaution
against this imaginary necessity of sending a visitor back
to his country, every country demands certificates of d1aracter, bank statements, health certificates (from specially

j
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28) AlsO in U. S. A. engineers cannot be engaged unless they are
citizens: in 8 states; architects "in 6; certified public accountants in 16·
!iquor license cannot ?e issued in 26; plumbers in 4; barbers in 4; doctor;
tn 42; embalmers in~'"J2.
29) Also U. S,
distinguishes for the purpose of re-enter permits
and border crossing cards between citizens of Latin-American countries
whether; they are born in these countries or in Europe.
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appointed doctors exclusively), permits of residence, consular
recommendations and goodness knows what besides; and
all this, if you please, even for a mere visitor's visa! Every
country demands something different, one requires one
document, the next insists on another, each one competing
with its neighbors in the multiplicity of its requirements.
If the countries do not understand the value of traffic
and of immigration, must they also commit the further
mistake of allowing the economic advantage that lies in the
property of the immigrant, to escape them?
As the door was held shut, or only a little crack left
open, one heard the apology: "We should like so much to
help; our hearts bleed for you; how much we wish we could
save you from all the bestial cruelty!" and than the excuse:
"What a pity you have not some money, so that we could
be sure you will not becorrie a burden -to us!" And with
these empty phrases the in1migrants and their friends are
mulcted in landing dues, deposits, guarantees of subsistence,
tax guarantees and goodlless knows what besides!
Even if only a part of that foreign property can be
returned to the immigrants, those countries that have received them ought to make every effort that this restitution
is accomplished. It increases their national wealth, even
when this property is abroad and must remain there. In a
world of freed economies every property will benefit the
country where the owner lives and will improve·its financial
and, indirectly, its commercial position. One of the best
tests for the condition of a nation's intercourse with the
rest of the world is the extent to which its foreign investments benefit the home country. Were not Holl;md,.
Belgium, Denmark and Switzerland richer because their
residents (not their citizens!) had investments all over the
world? When residents (whether tomorrow they will be
citizens or not) of the American states could have their
foreign investments returned, is there any reason why these
9
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states should hesitate to put themselves in line with their
interests? Ought they not to make every effort to obtain
~his _restitution? Their interest will increase in having these
unm1grants, owners of the returned· property, remain with
them. That can only improve the whole position of the
inunigrants.
No consideration of International Law need detain a
State because those who were plunclered were not at the
moment of the robbery as yet its citizens, nor..even perhaps
its residents30 ) . There is in International Law argument
enough to overcome this diHicu!ty31) . Exceptional situations
call for exceptional treatment.· If citizens are robbed by
their own state, to the detriment of the rest of the world,
we need not abide by the old rule that only their own state
can represent them. This rule is based on the presumption,
that every state protects its citizens, and doe:; not persecute
them. If a State fails to protect, but persecutes its citizens,
it thereby forfeits the right to repre:;ent them and this -right
. passes to that state in which the victim has found asylum!
International Law is alive and elastic, if ynu mean by
it the rights of the peoples, and not just the rights of the
governments. It has the ability to deal with new situations
when it is not administered in a pedantic manner. The
forest of International Law is .formed by trees, not by
petrified wood. International Law needs only the will be·
·hind it to make it effective.
The claims for the restitution of recoverable property
is just and obvious and it is this demand that is formulated
here. It is not directed merely.~gainst the bankrupt criminal,
but against the receivers, too, that are in posse:;sion of the
stolen property.
30) Vide Hofm~mnsthal-Berger supra, note 10, B, 3~ A, d; Hofmann&·
thai, "Draft of a -Restoration Law fQr Axis and Axis occupied countries";
2 B of U. S. Treasury's cJrcular No. 22 concerning TFR 500 introducing
a. new distinction: ubecoming subject to the jurisdiction of a State!'

H) Hofmannsthal-Berger supra, page 38.
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The amoUJ.lt of these claims is only a modest part of
the total of all claims. One thing, however, should be
emphasized here in regard to the struggle of the various
creditors: the claim of those who have been despoiled,
against all the countries that have despoiled them should
be none the less effective even if there is no national power
behind them. When we think of what the struggle, the
victory and the peace will have involved, it is obvious that
in the new world which is to spring from all this vast effort
we shall not be content with the old idea that only he who
has might has right. Sacrifices must be rewarded. Who
stood in the front rank when the enemy broke through,
who first felt his uncontrolled fury and who made the first
sacrifices should be given first place in the rank of the
creditors. No stronger, better organized, more robust group
should be allowed to displace them. That would be as bad
taste as if the strong were to elbow aside blind and wounded
veterans. The claim of the refugees and the freed slaves
who were the. first to be despoiled in the common cause,
must be regared as sacred.
The economic results may prove to be quite different
trom what they appear at •first sight. It will become an ad.
vantage for the freed countries of Europe if residents of the
American countries have property in them. Two things will
be indispensable for the rebuilding of these countries: free·
dom of economic movement, and help from abroad. The
more clearly this help will be based upon an immediate interest, the more available it will be. If the American countries can, through their residents, become the possessors of
property in European countries, they will take a more direct
interest in their reconstruction. They will become partners
of these countries rather than simply busines~ connections.
They will then be more interested in the restoration and the
maintenance of sound legal and economic conditions in these
countries; in short, the community of nations will be inten·

,.
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sified. And . this is necessary, in order to heal the fatal
wounds of the European countries as quickly as possible:
The property of the refugees· is composed of two
groups: that which they could remove to a free country and
that which they had to leave behind. Both imist be held
sacred by the legislation of other countries. Whatever at·
tempts may be made, to apply private property to the healing of the scars of the war32), the property of the refugees

lJ
~·

32) There must be drawn a dear distinction between the property of
refugees and the property of N~i_agents or German coinpaities which have
become nothing else_ than departments of the Nazi Reich.- The meas11res
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of the American_countries against Axis property, based on the Rio-decisioru
of 1942, should observe carefully this distinction .. But instead Brazil in
its decree Qf March 13, 1942 included the property of refu&ees in the
confiscation of 30 per ce~t imposed on German property -~s indemnity for
a Brazilian boat sunk by Nazi submarines! To make- Hitler's victims _re·
sponsible for Hitler's crimes, U certainly one of the mOst mistaken acts,
even more illogical than the so·called indemnity for the execution of Rath,
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which was a robbery condemned by the whole world.
XXXVll. Con/eren_ce of the American Society of Internationtd
Law, Washington, May- 1st, 1943. Report pp. 73, 74:
.
Dr. E. ,.,Qn Ho/mf!nns_thal . ...._The basic rule of intenlational law
it thar war is an act between 8!1~ ,against nations, not against individuals ..
Therefore, property of the enemy gov~~ent can be conhscated, -priva~e
property of its citizens ·can not. Now everybody has understood that this
is -not a war between nations, but between civilizations or, rather, betw_een
civilization and the most beastly form of barbarism._ Nationality Qr birth
is no guidance at all on what side il man -stB:nds in thi_s kind of wa-r.
Therefore, it would be absolutely unjust tO Confiscate, as e.g. Brazil has
done, the p-roperty of Axis vict~s who may ·be Axis citizens, to make
good for Axis Crimes. Such action i_s as- incongruous in the l~gal -.field as
it would be in the military .field if the .American troops·ifl: Tunisia would
fire on the Free French· because there are Qth~r- Frenchmen: fighting with
the_ Axis on other fronts~ Fortunately_ there is an approach to -~he- problem
which is much more effective and just.- A Ndz_ii- Utuler Nd{f"legtd "COn.cept,
hds no privatt pro put;. His property is the pr~perty of the State:·- Wh_'!·
ever understands the· Nazi legal concepts which are expressed 1n . their
muddled and bombastic language, knows that a Nazi has to hand over
his. propertyt to his State and is only entitled ro use it if, ~hen and-how
his leaders allow it. In fact, Nazism does not tolerate pnvat~ property.
This man Hitler, whose words make law under their doctrine, himself
said: uwe go farther than the Communists. They. confiscate property;
we confiscate men and through them property."
That, gentlemen, leads to a solution of this que~ti~n. Prop_erty- of
a Nazi, irrespective of his nationality, is no longer pnvate property..It
is --.pro~erty of the ·Reich. Therefore, it may be treated as such. Qmte
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ought not to be touched. They have already sacrificed so
much, they must not be asked for further sacrifices. Their
claim must not be impeded by any general project however
well intentioned, or must not be used for any other objective.
Of course, the regained property will be subject to the
changes of conceptions which may govern private property
in one country or another. But that should be no argument
to prevent its restoration. First of all the illegal changes
have to be righted, the result then may be subjected to the
later legal changes.
However, all the ideas expressed herein could be co·
ordinated with the various plans advanced for the economic
reconstruction of Europe3 3). If, for instance, Upton Sinclair34) proposes not to dissolve the Nazi created organization, but to use it for the reconstruction and reparation
under the supervision of the Allied Powers - without here
commenting to this proposition itself - even such a rather
radical procedure could be coordinated with• the stated demand for' individual restitution. The French manufacturer
for instance, whose equiment has been taken out of his premises and _has been transported to Germany and made use
of in a German factory, will again receive property rights
on this equipment. If it should prove preferable, for reasons
. of national economy, to leave this equipment in the German
a number of questions may thus be solvedi for instance, the
legal effect
of Black Lists on Nazi citizens of neutral countries. It will also
be a
healthy lesson for all the Nazis oro both sides of the Atlantic,
that they
must face the consequences of their helping the Axis with words
and

arts . . ."
33) Memorandum of a group of Czechoslovak Lawyers
in London,

edited by Dr. George Weis, July 1943, II: uRestitution (of
alianated

!·
'

property} is not in itself a privilege . . . it is merely the
removal of
changes in rh·e distribution of property brought about by the
acta of the
occupying Power . . . Restitution cancels privileges, it ;does not
create them.
Nor will it create privileges in the future: property restored
will be subject
to all such limitations as future legislation may enact.
uTherefore restitution is not a denial of any plans concerning
social and economic uconstructio n."
34) New York Times, August 15, 1943.
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factory and claim this factory as a whole for reparations;
in such case the French manufacturer will receive shares of
this factory covering the value of- his equipment. His in··
dividual claims will thus be compensated in full.
Neither should this claim for restitution be changed
into a doubtful fraction of a general claim. We have had
experience in European countries of such proceedings after
the last war, with large and costly administrative apparatus
that perhaps produced for the owner of a property of say
$10,000, after years of waiting and want, a State bond
worth say $500, beating interest at 4 per cent, redeemable
some time or other, and not worth the effort expended to
get it. In contrast to this, what we want now is a simple,
sweeping procedure, with which the people who have been
despoiled can get back again their property from its- temporary possessor, leaving to him and his predecessors the
problem of_ how they should settle up amongst themselves
the tangle of transactions that intervened since the date of
the original confiscation. There should be no false sentimentality in regard to 5o-called "bona fide" receivers of
stolen property. Their "bona fides" consisted m:erely in the
confidence, .. that the robber government would remain in
power long enough to confirm them in their dishonest ownership, and they will find they have been deceived in- this
confidence. Only_ this attitude··towards them will lend real
efficacy to the cprotective measures of the free governments35).
~~therlands

dec-ree of .May 24,-1949, Belg-ian -decreeJaws of Feb. 2,
July 8, October 3~, 194~; Luxemburg decree-laws of February
28, 1940

and Fe~!,~n~' F~~; Post-JVar Reprisals<- for Possessing Confiscated
Jewish
Property.- ZURICH, June 11, 1943 (JTA)_.-:-Shaken in the!r belie.£
1

that Germany co~Id win. the war, many persons m· Germany
and tn Nazioccupied countries who have moved into buildings confis'?ted
from_ Jews
are now ..seeking legal way_s to move from them under aU bnds
of pretexts,
apparently fearing pQst-war- consequences. Not- only are many
Ge~ans
afrai!i that they will be compelled to return Jewish property
after the war,
hut they also fear being identified as people who took advantage
of the
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Where confiscated property is discoverable, it must be
returned, on demand, to those from whom it was taken, or
to their legal successors. The discovery of movable property,
as far as it exists, is not so diHicult as is usually believed;
and a mechanism for this is provided in my Draft of a
Restitution Law for Axis and Axis Occupied Countries.
The preparations must begin now, during the war. It
is not too soon. One can learn from the thoroughness of
the enemy that, while in pursuit of the main aims of the
war, one must not forget other matters related to it. This
preparation might begin by a thorough study of the problem, so that among the free jurists of all countries a conviction may develop what must be done, and how best to
do it. Then, a warning must be given to all countries, including the neutral ones, like that which has already been
issued concerning the war criminals, that in addition all the
evil deeds in regards to property will be required. A warning, that all confiscated or simply robbed property must be
given up and returned to the people from whom is was
taken 36 ). This will reduce the negotiability of such valuables, and thus contribute to cripple the enemies trade in
them.
This single objective must be kept in mind that, without regard to the lapse of time or the course of events intervening, victims of the Axis are to be given back their

I

Nazi anti-Jewish measures in order to acquire confiscated Jewish belongings.
The reluctance on the part of the French to buy houses which
formerly belonged to Jews is revealed in the Nazi-controlled Paris newspaper Le M dlin. An article in this papef says that ubuying Jewish
real
estate is an excellent operation which does not involve any riJ>k."
36) There is -also no difference, whether the confiscatory measures
came
from the occupying Nazi power directly or from its puppet government
or a government acting under its. pressure (Quisling government,
Petain
government), or by the Nazi government acting in Germany, Austria
or
Czechoslovakia or the Fascist government acting in Italy or Albania. The
l_egal situation of the German population under Nazi occupation is
the
~~J?:l~- than this of a people under foreign oppression,
- Compare the
spanish law of January 30, 1940.
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property as far as it is traceable, independent of the citize11. - -shi~ O!'--Te<iJenee-ef-1'laimilfsand defendants, and without
regard to the country in which the robbery happened or to
the present situation of the property. Such a general, sweeping and just international rule would be a blow of fresh air
in the sticky rooms of intricate, senseless distinctions, and
save thousands of tricky arguinertts which only work for
thousands of tricky arguments which would only work for
the dishonest defendants. It requires the working out of a
few principles that must be internationally recognized, which
all States without exception, the victorious ones, the freed
and the neutral ones must be persuaded to accept, so that
they can attain worldwide efficacy.
.. . .·. · .
Whether the first victims of the unchained powers of
terror were able to withdraw physically or not, whether they
have become emigrants or freed slaves, i:he victorious powers
must never forget what a debt of honor. they owe them.
These victims are not only creditors of the robber states,
but of the whole civilized world which abandoned them37),
-~

to
or
of
of

37) NEW YORK, July 23, 1943 (JTA). -It is potentially possible

transfer 50,000 Jews each month from the Balkan countries tO Palestine
any other Mediterranean port in the Middle East without using· ship-S
the United Nations. (Report of the Panel on R~lief and Transportation
the Emergency Conference to Rescue the Jews· Of :EuroPe.)
The paJ:tel on Religion of the conference called on American
churches to act swiftly to save the Jewish peo·pJe.-_ uThe churches must
declare '-that they are no~ conteht -with government statements of moral
principles. TheSe principle_s mo:S~ be implemented by. actiOn; and swift
action, so as to save_:the__ }_ewish people -in_ Nazi-dominat:ed territory, in
a
constant race .against death."

WASHING TON, October 6, 1943.- Four of a delegation of

300 rabbis called at the White House and left a petition Urgingthat
Jewish refugees be admitted to the United Nations, neutral countries
and
Palestine and that a special intergovernmental agency be created to deal
with the problem. Vice.President Wallace and a score of congt'essmen
.erected the delegation on the capital steps. Bishop James Cannon,
Jr.,
of the Methodist Church, Called at a press cOnference· for usomething
inore than softJ sweet words," to help the persecuted Jews of Europe.
Germdlry Pupared to Exchange Dtttch Jews for Germans in Pttles~
fjne.-NEW ',YORK, October 11, 1943.-The Nazi Government
is
prepared to release a number of Dutch Jews with a view to their emigra-
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made of them a vicarious sacrifice, left them to perish under
tragic circumstances in all lands, to sink in all seas38).
These martyrs of the world conflagration should have
not to give meek thanks for having been reluctantly received
and provided with a modest or miserable5) subsistence.
They are fully justified in pointing with pride to their
physical and economic wounds, their murdered parents, the
ruined lives of their brothers and to the losses and sacrifices
they have suffered. They have a claim against humanity
and humanity has a debt to them which even by the return
of their lost possessions would be repaid only in its smallest
part.

"THE QUARTER LIBRARY'; is a c_ollection ofpopu.fiiT
books on interesting war and post-war topics. The low prict
will gain for them a wide distrib(ltipn. .
.
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rion to Palestine on exchange of a corresponding number of Germans now
interned in Palestine.
38) Forty refugees en route to England from Australian internment
camps from which they were recently released, were drowned when the
fi-- vessel on which they were travelling was sunk.- (Daily Heutld, London,
December 28, 1942.) See note 11.
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